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Let 8 be the class of concrete (= set-representable) orthomodular partially ordered sets. Let I, 
be the class of Boolean OMP’s (Boolean algebras). In-between g0 and 8 (+ZoC f?) there are three 
classes originating in quantum axiomatics - the class gt of concrete Jauch-Piron OMP’s 
(gP E B, * if s(A) =s(B) = 1 for a state s on .YZ and A, B ed, then s(C) = 1 for some C l ._& with 
CCA flB), the class 9, of ‘compact-like’ OMP’s (de g2 Q Sp is concrete and for every pair 
A,BE&! we have a finite d-covering of A fIB), and the class B, of ‘infimum faithful’ OMP’s 
(.&E gs * if ar\b=O for a, bed then as b’). We study these classes and show that H?,c B, c 
67, c B, c I. We also exhibit examples establishing that at least three of the latter inclusions are 
proper. Then we prove a representation theorem - every OMP is an epimorphic image of an OMP 
from K7,. Finally, we comment on the interpretation of the results in quantum axiomatics and 
formulate open questions. 
1. Preliminaries (OMP’s, concreteness in OMP’s, state space properties of OMP’s) 
Definition 1.1. An orthomodular partially ordered set (abbr. OMP) is a triple 
(~2, 5, ‘), where .xZ is a set, partially ordered by 5, having least and greatest elements 
0, 1, and where ’ is a unary operation on d such that for any a, b E ~2 the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(i) (a’)’ = a, 
(ii) if as b then a’2 b’, 
(iii) the least upper bound aVa’ exists in &’ and av a’= 1, 
(iv) if a 5 b, then a’A b and av (a’/\ 6) exist in GXZ and b = a V (a/r\ b) (orthomodular 
law). 
Typical examples of OMP’s are Boolean algebras or the lattice of all projectors 
in a Hilbert space. As the latter example shows (see e.g. [l]), an OMP need not have 
a set representation. When it has, we call it concrete. If we examine the axioms of 
OMP’s, we immediately see that a collection & of subsets of a set P becomes a con- 
crete OMP (with respect to the partial ordering I given by inclusion in P and with 
respect to the operation ’ given by the formation of complements in P) if and only 
if the collection G&’ is subject to the following conditions: 
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(i) 0 l d$, 
(ii) if A E&, then P-A E&$, 
(iii) if A,BE& and AnB=0, then AUBE.&. 
Since we need to deal with the domain P of ~2 in some places, we shall sometimes 
write (P,d) instead of d. Obviously, a concrete logic .xZ is Boolean if and only if 
AnBe&' for any A,BE&‘. 
By analogy with Boolean algebras we can formulate a simple measure-theoretic 
characterization of concrete OMP’s among general OMP’s. Prior to that, recall the 
notion of a morphism in OMP’s and necessary measure-theoretic notions. 
Definition 1.2. Let ._&, 6%’ be two OMP’s. A mapping f : d -+ 53 is called a morphism 
if 
6) f (0) = 0, 
(ii) f (a’) = f (a)’ for any a E&, 
(iii) f(avb)=f(a)vf(b) for any couple CI,~E& with alb’. 
A morphism f : d + 33 is called an isomorphism if f is an injection of .xZ onto 
SE? and both f, f-’ are morphisms. (Obviously, two isomorphic OMP’s are intrin- 
sically undistinguishable and therefore we shall sometimes automatically identify 
them.) 
Definition 1.3. Let JJ be an OMP. A mapping s : d + (0, 1) is called a state on d if 
(i) s(l)= 1, 
(ii) s(a v 6) = s(a) + s(b) provided a, b Ed and al b’. 
Let us denote by Y(d) (resp. by 9&&)) the set of all states (resp. the set of all 
two-valued states) on GG?. For the later use observe that 9’(d) is a convex subset of 
(0, 1>“1 and, moreover, &sZ) is compact in the pointwise topology of (0, ljd (a 
standard application of Tychonoff’s theorem). 
Proposition 1.4 (see [6, Theorem 3.281). Let &’ be an OMP. Then & is isomorphic 
to a concrete OMP (and therefore could be itself viewed as a concrete OA4P) if and 
only if the following condition holds true: When a, b Ed and a s b, then there exists 
a state s E z%$_G!) such that s(a) = 1 and s(b) = 0. 0 
The proof of Proposition 1.4 is simple and follows the pattern of the standard 
Boolean set-representation technique. 
2. Classes of almost Boolean OMP’s 
Let us now introduce three classes of OMP’s we shall deal with in the sequel. 
Definition 2.1. Let Q denote the class of concrete OMP’s and let Bi (i= 1,2,3) 
denote the classes of OMP’s determined by the following requirements: 
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AI is concrete and for each s E Y(d) we have the 
following implication satisfied: If s(A) = s(B) = 1 for 
A, B E&T, then there is a CE&’ such that s(C) = 1 and 
CcAnB, 
d is concrete and for each pair A, Bed there is a finite 
family {C, lisn}Cd such that AnB=Ui,,Cj, 
for each a, b Ed we have the following implication 
satisfied: If the greatest lower bound ar\b exists in d 
and ar\b=O, then ash’. 
Each of the above classes is in a sense close to Boolean algebras. In the next 
section we shall clarify their mutual relation. (Although we did not explicitly assume 
that each ._& E ~2s be concrete, we remain in concrete logics - the condition deter- 
mining ‘6?s will soon prove strong enough to guarantee concreteness.) 
3. The subordination of the classes 
Theorem 3.1. We have ~OC E?, C E?zC g, C g. 
Proof. gOc g,. Suppose that d E go. Then GZZ is obviously concrete (we have a set- 
representation for every Boolean OMP). If A, B Ed and s(A) = s(B) = 1 for s E Y(A), 
then AnBed, and, moreover, s(AnB)=s(A)+s(B)-s(A U B)= 1. Thus,&‘$ FZ,. 
fZl c f$. Let us suppose that d E ‘&?i . Let P be the domain of d (&‘C exp P). We 
have to show that for any pair A, Bed there is a finite subfamily { Ci 1 irn} of ._&’ 
such that AnB=UisnCi. Consider the set ~~,B={~~.9(d)~~(A)=~(B)=1). 
Then zF& is a closed subset in Y(._&) and therefore y?A,B is compact. Put &‘A,B = 
{CEd~CCAflB} and set, for any CE~*,~, S,= (sEY~,~ Is(C)>O}. Then S, is 
obviously an open subset of y?A,B and, moreover, since &E %t we have YA,, = 
U CEdA,B SC. Therefore (S, ) CEJQA,~} is an open covering of the (compact) space 
y?A,B. It follows that there is a finite set {C; I isn} c&‘~,~ such that YA,B= 
Uicn s,. We claim now that Ui_ Ci=A nB. Indeed, if it is not the case then 
there is a point p E (A n B) - Uisn C;. Consider the state sp E p(J) concentrated in 
p. Thus, s,(C) = 1 if and only if p E C. We have sp(A) = sJB) = 1 and sp(Ci) = 0 for 
all i (isn). This is a contradiction because sp E PA,,-- Ui_ S,. We have com- 
pleted the proof of gi c FZ2. 
E’,c g,. Suppose that d E E2 and suppose further that A AB = 0, where A, B EJ 
(and the greatest lower bound A A B is taken in &‘). We know that A n B= Uisn Ci 
for some C,E& (is n). If A n Bf0, then some Cj (i<n) has to be nonempty. 
Therefore the couple A, B possesses a lower bound distinct from 0 and we have 
A A B # 0 - a contradiction. Hence A n B = 0 and therefore A c B' which we were 
to prove. 
VZ3c ‘+Z. (We cannot claim full novelty for this inclusion. In [9] the author states 
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that the inclusion follows from results of the paper [2, lo]. We have not been able 
to acknowledge it.) Suppose that .zJ E gs. By Proposition 1.4, we have to show that 
the following implication is valid: If a, b Ed and af b, then there is a state 
s E Yz(&) such that s(a) = 1 and s(b) = 0. We shall need the following two lemmas. 
Prior to that, let us fix some notation. If $9 Cd, we put C!J+ = {a E& 1 a2 b for 
everybE%} and K={aEA$~aIforeverybE$J}. Wecallasubset#of.Aan 
ideal if 9#& and if for every finite subset 9 of # we have @+_ CS. We call an 
ideal maximal if it is not a proper subset of another ideal. 
Lemma 3.2. If a E ~2 and a # 1, then there is a maximal ideal 9 in &’ such that a E LX 
(This statement is actually valid for an arbitrary OMP.) 
Proof. One can easily verify that {a}_ is an ideal. Therefore the set I= 
(3 E exp& 1 d is an ideal and ads} is nonvoid. If we order Z by inclusion, we 
immediately see that there is a maximal element, S, in I (we use Zorn’s lemma). 0 
Lemma 3.3. If 9 is a maximal ideal in AI, then for every a E& we have either a E 9 
or a’E9. 
Proof. Suppose that a’$@. Then for every finite subset $F of 9 we have a’@$+_. 
Therefore $ has an upper bound, b$, such that a’% bg. Since d E Ej, we obtain 
that a’~ b& #O and therefore there is an element c, EGZ such that c, #O and 
C~ I a’, C~ I bi. Obviously, the element c,& is an upper bound of g U {a} (and also 
ck # 1). This implies that the set $= U (9-U {a})+_, where the union is taken over 
all finite subsets @ of 9, is a proper subset of d. Since,$ is obviously an ideal and 
9 C$, the maximality of 9 gives 4 =g. Therefore a E 9 and the proof is complete. 
We are now ready to prove that d E E?, is concrete. If, as assumed, we have a S b 
for a, b E,xZ, then ag(b’)’ and therefore a~ b’#O. It follows that we have some 
CE& such that c#O and c~a, CI b’. Obviously, c’f 1 and by Lemma 3.2 there is 
a maximal ideal, 9, containing c’. Define now a mapping s : d -+ { 91) such that 
s(d) = 0 if and only if d E 9’. Making use of Lemma 3.3 and a simple observation 
that 9 is closed under the formation of orthonal pairs, we see that s is a (two-valued) 
state on d. Since s(a) 2 s(c) = 1 - s(c’) = 1 and s(b) = 1 - s(b’) = 0, the proof is com- 
plete. 0 
Let us now investigate whether the latter inclusions are proper. 
Theorem 3.4. The inclusions ‘6’, C ‘6T2, ‘FiZz C g3 and EY3 C E? are all proper. 
Proof. ‘I?? Q gj. Put P= { 1,2,3,4} and let & denote the collection of all subsets of 
P with an even cardinality. Then &’ E E7 - ??s. (Moreover, &’ is a lattice.) 
E?sC gz. Let P be the set of all natural numbers. Put A = {n E P 1 n =2k for a 
natural number k} , B = {n E P / n = 3 k for a natural number k} . Then J= (0, P, A, 
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P-A,B,P-B} is obviously an OMP. If we put ._&={CCPI(C-D)U(D-C) is 
finite for a set D E_$“}, then &’ E %‘, - VZ2. Indeed, .xZ E g3 because d contains all 
singletons. On the other hand, ._zZ@ & since A fl B cannot be covered by finitely 
many sets of &. 
EY2 Q E?i. Put P = (0, 1) and denote by %(O, 1) the collection of all Bore1 subsets of 
P. Denote further by p the Lebesque measure on (91). Put &= {A E %‘(O, 1) Ip(A) 
is a rational number}. Then d E 5?Zz - %‘t . Indeed, J E EY2 because every set of 
%(O, 1) can obviously we written as a union of (two) sets from d. On the 
other hand, define a state s E 9’(d) by putting s(A) = l/z p(A 0 (0, l/G>). Then 
s((O,4/5))=s((O, 1)-(1/l& l/j/?+ l/10))= 1 but for every set A Ed with AC 
(0, l/@> we have s(A) < 1. Hence ~2 $ EY, . We have thus established V&Q B, and 
this completes the proof of Theorem 3.4. 0 
As regards the remaining inclusion go C ET1, we have only the following partial 
result giving KG’,= Bi for ‘small’ OMP’s. 
Theorem 3.5. Suppose that &E FZ1 and that there exists a countable subset G@ of GJ 
such that for every A E ,xZ there is a set D E 97 satisfying D c A. Then & E E?,, . 
Proof. To show that JE %a, we have to prove that ._& is closed under the forma- 
tion of intersections. Take a couple A, B EGZZ and put 99)A,B = {D E $8 1 DC A n B} . 
Denote the elements of the (countable) set 91A,B by D, (n E tN). For every n E N, 
take a state s, E 9’(d) such that s,(D,) = 1. Put s = C,, E N 2-“s,, . Then s E Y(d) and 
we have s(A)=C,,~ 2-“s,(A) = 1. Similarly, s(B) = 1. We shall show now that 
s(C) < 1 for every proper subset C of A fl B (CE&). Since 4e E @?, , we thus obtain 
A~BEGZZ as required. 
Take a set C E &’ which is a proper subset of A fl B. Choose a point p E (A n B) - C. 
Take the state t EY(JZ) concentrated in p. Then t(A) = t(B) = t(C’) = 1. Since 
&E E’,, there exists a set HE& with HcAnBn C’ such that t(H) = 1. By our 
assumption, there exists an n E N such that D,C H. Since s(D,)r2-“, we see that 
s(C’) rs(H) zs(D,) 2 2-“. Therefore s(C) < 1 and the proof of Theorem 3.5 is 
complete. 0 
In conclusion of this section, let us observe that the lattice parts of all classes @Y; 
(i= 1,2,3) coincide and equal the class %, of Boolean OMP’s. Indeed, if &‘$E g3 
and AAB exists in d, then AABCAnB and we have BA(An(AAB)‘)=O. It 
follows that Bn (A n (A A B)‘) = 0 and therefore A A B = A fl B. We see that if ,xZ is 
a lattice and & E ‘$?s, then A fl B E ._& for any A, B Ed. This means that .&’ E ~7~. 
4. An almost Boolean parametrization 
In this section, we shortly consider the question of when an OMP is an epimorphic 
image of an almost Boolean OMP. (An OMP cannot be an epimorphic image of 
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a Boolean OMP unless it is Boolean itself.) We have the following result which can 
be viewed as a generalization of the set representation theorem for Boolean 
algebras. Recall that if d is an OMP, then the centre, C(d), of d is the subset of 
d of all ‘absolutely compatible’ elements (C(A) = {a E&’ / for each b EJ there is a 
Boolean subalgebra of d containing both a and b}). The set C(d) is known to be 
a Boolean OMP (see e.g. [S]). 
Let us call a morphism (;~:d-+ 55’ a parameterization if (x fulfills the following 
properties: 
(i) a is an epimorphism (i.e., (x(d) =B), 
(ii) every Boolean subalgebra of 55’ is an image of a Boolean subalgebra of -91, 
(iii) a(C(&)) = C(B). 
Theorem 4.1. If 35’ is an OMP, then there is a parametrization a : d + 33 such that 
LdE @T,. 
Proof. We first transfer the question to concrete logics. By [14, Theorem 2.21, 
there is a parametrization a, :&i + 95’ with &i concrete. Let us now find a FZs- 
parametrization for ~2,. Let P, be the domain of A!‘, . Take a mapping a2 : P+ P, 
such that, for any p E P, , the set a;l{ p} is infinite. Put A?= {A C P IA = ay’(B) 
for a set BE&~}. Since a T1 preserves the set-theoretic operations, .x? is obviously 
an OMP and the mapping G2 : A? + d1 defined by putting c&4) = { az(p) 1 p E A} is 
obviously a parametrization. Put A? = {A c P 1 (A - B)U (B -A) is finite for a set 
B ~2). Then &E %‘s and if we put &(F) = 0 for any finite set F (Fc P), then &z 
can be uniquely extended to a parametrization a3 : d + dl. If we set a = a, a3, then 
a is a parametrization and the proof is complete. 0 
5. Almost Boolean OMP’s and quantum mechanical axiomatics 
The classes we have been interested in have noticable properties when viewed as 
‘quantum logics’ (see [6] for interpretation of OMP’s as quantum ‘event struc- 
tures’). The state conditioning determining @?i (Jauch-Piron property) has been 
largely studied in the logico-algebraic foundation of quantum mechanics (see e.g. 
[3-7,1 l-131). In the stochastic approach, the condition says that two ‘almost sure’ 
events in a state have an almost sure event subordinated to them. This seems to 
match many quantum experiments (see [7,11]). Our results connect the Jauch-Piron 
property with intrinsic properties of OMP’s. 
The class g3 (and, in turn, ‘& as well) has the following property characterizing 
the important quantum phenomenon of ‘compatibility’ (= simultaneous measur- 
ability): If AZE g3 and A, BE&, then A fl BE._& (i.e., A, B are compatible events) if 
and only if A A B exists in ~2. Thus, by Theorem 4.1, the relation of compatiblity 
in a general logic (esp. the recognition of the centre in a logic) can be translated ‘via 
a parametrization’ into lattice-theoretic terms. This may shed light on conceptual 
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foundations of quantum theories (cf. the lattice assumption in logics, see e.g. [3] 
and [l 11). 
6. Open questions 
Is the class Q, (of concrete Jauch-Piron OMP’s) distinct from the class ‘19~ of 
Boolean algebras? This question has showed unexpected resistance to our efforts. 
Another question is suggested by Theorem 4.1: Can we replace F?s in Theorem 4.1 
with &? We conjecture we can but the construction seems to give rise to highly 
nontrivial combinatorial problems. (We cannot replace E?s with ‘8, in Theorem 4.1 
- one easily proves that 8i is closed under the formation of epimorphic images - 
see [12].) 
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